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Abstract: Development has become a significant player in the economy of numerous nations, particularly created nations. Development can be considered as a unique industry which is always confronting vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities and the numerous partners in these sorts of ventures, make the administration of costs troublesome which thus causes cost invades. Thusly, cost overwhelms are viewed as one of the most basic issues during the execution of development ventures. What's more, in this undertaking we likewise discover how to look with venture cost topples and limit of cost over runs in point by point investigation of this task. Undertaking in which the cost invade of the venture surpasses 10 percent of the underlying spending plan.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This project is to minimize the cost overrun by using various lean technologies in order to achieve cost savings, space savings etc. And evaluate the factors that have a contribution to cost overruns in construction projects. The scope of the study is focused to reduce or minimize cost overruns in construction site through implementation of lean tools. To identify an effective lean tool for minimizing the cost overrun through existing literatures. Obtaining the cost overruns in percentage with the help of lean tool and comparing with existing journal results.[1]-[6]

The general methodology of study involves collection of data about lean tools and how to implement in various construction sites. Collection of major construction activities also involved in this research methodology. A thorough literature review was initially conducted to identify the various lean technology involved to minimize the waste in construction site.

The data has been collected by interviewing the officials of the construction industry. The study has been broadly undertaken as follows:

II. ELEMENT OF COST OVER RUNS

It should be noted that the questionnaire has been designed so that the interviewee is able to highlight the major factor which causes the over-cost, with a coefficient higher than other factors. The elements likely to cause cost overruns are:
- Architecture of structures;
- Building technology;
- Quality of the building materials;
- Construction cost estimate;
- Scheduling and organization of construction projects;
- Quality of the labor; [7]-[12]

- Conflicts between the various stakeholders in the construction,
- Supply of building materials,
- Weather,
- Industrial accidents.

We set out some hypotheses in order to quantify the responses extracted from the survey. So:
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- Each factor is likely to generate an over-cost and represents an initial proportion of at least 1%;
- The interviewee expresses the proportion of the cost factor within a range from 1% to 90% depending on the magnitude of the contribution of the factor in the failure of the construction project.
- The sum of the percentages must equal 100% for each construction task. The average weight of a factor for each task is calculated from the following expression:

\[ x = \frac{\sum p_i \times n_i \times x_i}{n} \]

With:
- \( x \): The weighted average of the proportion of a factor;
- \( n \): Size of the sample;
- \( p \): Factor of over-cost;
- \( x_i \): Proportion allocated to a factor by respondents;
- \( n_i \): Frequency corresponding to .

### III. RESULTS

The architecture of structures, scheduling and the organization of construction sites, the quality of the labor and conflicts between different stakeholders in the construction do not appear to cause significant cost overruns because their respective weight is less than 5%.

Technical problems, in particular the architecture of the structures and building technology, could be quite easily resolved. Why should we entrust the job to qualified persons in order to avoid the presence of defects in the design and implementation of construction projects. The building materials such as concrete, aggregates, steel, etc., normally should be tested prior to use. However site laboratories, where could be conducting the tests are rarely found, hence the risk of dubious quality materials be used in the construction of a building. These shortcomings have harmful consequences for the solidity of the structure. When it looks dangerous, the resumption of the works becomes inevitable, which invariably results in significant over costs. The construction cost estimation methods are not quite fine. It often leads to a relatively coarse initial estimated budget, illustrating by an almost lack of precision and with no margin for reliable tolerance. This could explain in large part the fact that the initial budgets often show very important deviations compared to the final construction project cost.

The problems of management appear to be more complex for their resolution. For example regarding the organization of tasks, the methods used by a large number of contractors and companies indicate that they merely content with empirical practices rather than scientific methods of scheduling and the critical path such as PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) or the CPM (Critical Path Method). These bad practices usually lead to trial and error and to arbitrary decision-making by the site foreman, causing delays which, in turn, generate constructions cost overruns [Louzolo, 2005].

This phenomenon of non-compliance of the deadline, very common in sites, so not only increases the cost of labor, but also of rental equipment used. Searching for cheap labor often leads contractors to recruit low-skilled workers. Unfortunately, it happens in this case that structures are poorly executed, with major effect to the resumption of works. Task duration is then extended, resulting at the end by time overruns and therefore cost overruns. Conflicts between certain stakeholders in construction, i.e. the owner, the contractor, technical controller, the technician and utilities, are also caused delays in the start of projects, preparation and organization of construction sites, and the performance of the works. The supply of building materials is often carried out continuously and in small quantities throughout the implementation phase, because the space for the storage of materials is reduced. A consequence to this bad procedure is that stock-outs occur fairly regularly as long as an unexpected disruption arises. [13]-[20]

Moreover imported materials are experiencing price fluctuations, in addition to random and long delivery times. All this often causes the work stoppage, even extending the original deadline for project completion, with its corollary which is the construction cost overruns. Weather sometimes causes damage during implementation of certain structures if prior precautions are not observed. This is particularly the case for the distribution slab requiring protection against rain, because its implementation must be done without stopping, otherwise it could be forced to resume carrying out of the works. In any case, weather conditions, as shown by two remarkable studies led respectively by Moselhi and El-Rayes, may have an adverse impact on the duration and cost of the construction activities [Moselhi et al., 1997; El-Rayes et al., 2001]. Labor accidents result in injuries that are sometimes serious. These accidents are often the consequence of nonobservance of the safety rules. When they occur, disruptions are occurring in the course of the works, and then causing delays that promote the construction cost overruns.

Note that in the survey that we conducted, expert advisors make no explicit reference to the interest of time, proof that this crucial aspect seems relegated to the background. In fact, through the elements of cost overruns mentioned, particularly scheduling, conflict between different stakeholders, the supply of materials, weather and labor accidents, the most harmful consequences they generate are show up on time, causing significant delays in carrying out deadline. [21]-[26]

Knowing that the costs and durations are inextricably linked, any delay could then result in substantial construction cost overruns [Hutcheson, 1990; Ogulnala et al., 1996; AlMomami, 2000; Akpan et al., 2001; Aibinu et al., 2002; Frimpong et al., 2003-a-b; Louzolo, 2005; 2007; 2014].

So, fight against time overruns is implicitly troubleshoot conflicts, the supply of materials, scheduling, meteorology, etc.

**Causes of delay:**
- Consultant related factors
- Contractor related factors
- Poor site management and supervision
- Design related factors
- Equipment related
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IV. CONCLUSION
After understanding the importance of reducing cost over runs in construction process the project topic has been identified as minimizing cost over runs in the construction project through the implementation of lean construction. A brief review of literature had been presented. After going through all the literature reviews it was noticed that the minimum results are available in lean technology in construction. [27]-[34]

Time and cost invasive have been a significant repeating issue in development industry. Brief purposes behind time overwhels as announced by different venture actualizing offices are delay in land securing, delay in hardware erection, lacking activation by the temporary worker, delay in timberland freedom, subsidize imperatives, change in extent of work, wiping out of delicate, law and request issue, delay in supply of gear, slow progress of common work, acceleration in cost. Understanding the significance of subject, development postpones brings about time invade as well as in cost overwhelm. There are different causes because of which venture experiences these delays. Contractor’s ill-advised arranging and booking have more effect on venture length, just as absence of experience will influence the capacity of basic leadership which will result in revise and financing issues. Specialist’s ill-advised drawings, late reconsidering the determination, less coordination with temporary worker additionally finish up in venture time overwhelm.
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